A hilarious and informative picture book
about the wild world of animal
flatulence. Find out more about the
science of farts, and learn which animals
are scared of their own farts, which
animals can’t fart, and which animals
have DEADLY farts!

Wyss-Kuzz is the Lord High Emperor from the planet
Lyttyrboks. But, not for long! He is being punished and exiled to
the “most horrible, distant, and desolate planet”: a wasteland
called EARTH. His enemies teleport him to an Oregon town
where this bad kitty lands in a neighborhood. Wyss is taken in
by a boy named Raj and renamed Klawde.
Klawde is just what Raj needs after being new to this town
and being forced to go to nature camp. Klawde is not about
to be someone's boring house pet and is determined to return
to Lyttyrboks, plotting his revenge for those who have
wronged him. What he doesn’t plan on is learning English and
coming to find an unlikely friendship with Raj.

Fifth-grader Liam lives underneath his landlord
(Torpse the Corpse) with his mom and two younger
sisters after his parents got divorced. Liam just wants
to fit in at school, but his crazy family life is causing
him problems. His sister Dakota is 100% nerd and
always up to trouble. Cupcake, the family dog, has been
sick lately which has been causing her to pee all over
the carpet. Mr Corpse is not happy about this and gives
the family three weeks to fix the problem or get rid of
Cupcake. Liam and his sisters Dakota and Izzy will have
to work together to save their beloved family pet.

In May 1963, thousands of children marched in Birmingham,
AL for desegregation and civil rights. A fictional girl
narrates her account of participating in the march, being
arrested and jailed, and the successful outcome of the march.
The bibliography includes a personal interview with Janice
Kelsey, who marched in 1963 and is the inspiration for the
book. Back matter includes a timeline of events leading up to,
during and after the Children’s Crusade, 3 primary source
photographs, and afterward, and an artist statement.
Beautifully told, Clark-Robinson offers a straightforward,
age appropriate account of the march.

Growing up the child of freed slaves, Garrett Morgan has
to learn to solve problems with what he has, and solve
them he does! While fighting against prejudice and many
obstacles, Morgan finds a way to leave his mark in almost
all facets of daily life. This includes fixing everyday sewing
machines, opening his own business, patenting a firefighter
helmet, creating a safer stop light signal, opening an
African American run newspaper and running for office
to improve the living conditions of Ohio’s poor. Garrett
Morgan’s life is a testimony to the can-do spirit.

Eleven year old Isabella feels like she lives in two
different worlds and is torn between them. One world is
at her white mom’s modest house. Her other world is at
her black dad’s huge house with his girlfriend and her
son who is like a brother to her. Isabella feels most
herself when she is sitting in front of her piano. While
she is preparing for her big piano recital, she tries to
find a blend between her two worlds, so she can figure
out who she is and what her place in the world is.
Sharon Draper does not disappoint with one of her
shocking surprise endings!

Informative book about all kinds of trashy
things! This book provides facts about the
problem of waste, the earth’s resources,
deforestation, air pollution, landfills,
single-use plastic, renewable energy, and how
to have an energy-efficient home. Readers will
be able to relate their life with the waste they
generate, i.e., food and water waste. This book
also contains a resource list and glossary.

New student Elliot meets Uchenna on a class field trip where
they learn about a secret organization called the Unicorn
Rescue Society. On the trip they end up befriending a mythical
Jersey Devil who now won’t leave them.
The society’s mission is to keep the creatures of myth and
legend safe. Dragons, Bigfoot, chupacabras -- and maybe
even unicorns. Every day, the threats to these rare and
wonderful animals grow. They are hunted. Their habitats are
destroyed. And the Unicorn Rescue Society is their only hope.
Elliot and Uchenna are asked to join, and now they are
obsessed with saving them all, especially a unicorn if they can
ever find one!
This is the first book in a series.

The Vanderbeekers are a lovable family made up
of five kids, a mom, a dad, a dog, a cat and a
rabbit. They all live in a brownstone they love on
141st street in Harlem. Right before Christmas,
the family finds out their landlord has decided
not to renew the lease. Unwilling to accept this,
the Vanderbeekers set out on a quest to save
their home.

Being a zombie is hard. Especially when you are part of a
top secret government project and escape from a top
secret government facility. Luckily, Norbus Clacknozzle,
the zombie who has escaped, finds himself rescued by
Jenny and Bill who are two of the nicest people you will
ever meet. Unluckily, Jenny and Bill want to hide Norbus
in plain sight - they want to send him to middle school!
How can a boy who only eats jelly jeans, can’t run or
throw and has skin so pale it’s almost see-through,
survive the hardest years in a kid’s life? With some luck,
friends and help from the Zombie Zing!

Mary Walker began her life as a slave in Union Springs,
Alabama. She dreamed of a life of freedom. When she
was 15, her dream came true. However, Mary’s struggles
were far from over. She had to work hard every day of
her life to provide for her family. Although Mary desired
to learn to read, she never had the time to do so. That is,
until she outlived her entire family. At the age of 114,
Mary went to school. She studied and studied until she
finally achieved her life-long goal to learn to read!
Mary Walker proved that, “You’re never too old to learn.”

What do you do when everything’s going wrong? Bake!
Jingwen arrives in Australia with his mother and younger
brother feeling like he’s landed on Mars. While Yanghao sees the
move as an adventure and learns English quickly, Jingwen
struggles with the new language and feels lost at school. It’s
hard enough to cope with the death of his father, but now
Jingwen has to get on without his grandparents or best friends.
Jingwen decides to start baking the special cakes he used to
make with his father. But, he and Yanghao have to bake in secret
while their mother is at work, leading to some unexpected
trouble! Is there any way Jingwen can get along with his booger
of a brother, nosy neighbor and the aliens at school? Or will his
father’s dream of a great new life in Australia remain a pie in
the sky?

One can almost not imagine how a man from Canada,
school children in Tokyo, and a young girl from Germany
are all interconnected. However, this powerful story
bridges the lives of different people in different places in
history in large part due to the work of Fumiko Ishioka
who is a teacher in Japan. As you read, you will flip
between the past and present to find out more about the
life and tragic death of Hana Brady. Be sure to read the
Bonus Material at the end of the book to learn more
about how this book came to be.

Author Silvia Lopez gives facts and
information about the animals that
artist Guido Daniele paints on human
hands. His incredibly detailed and
life-like paintings are fun to look at and
raise awareness about the animals we
share a planet with.

After years of being homeschooled, Emma is
starting fifth grade in a public school. She’s a bit
nervous, and wonders if she’ll make friends. The
night before school begins, her dad, a Maine game
warden, receives a call about a rabbit stuck in a
fence. They rescue it, and care for it. As Emma
begins school, and continues caring for the rabbit,
she learns both how to navigate public school and
how to be a true friend.

Omar is navigating his life in a new school and new
neighborhood. There’s a bully at school and an
apparent old-lady bully next door. The school bully
tells Omar he and his family will be deported
because they are Muslims. As he tells his story,
Omar’s story is illustrated with words and pictures
that convey his mood. This is a creative and engaging
story about a young boy just wanting to live a
normal life. He just wishes everyone around him
would make it easier for him!

Prairie Lotus is the story of a young girl who
dreams of designing and sewing dresses in her
father's dress shop. But it is not easy to be half
Chinese, half white in the Dakota Territory in 1880.
Hannah must fight to remember the words her
late mother taught her about living half-half in a
world where people see you as less than. Will
Hannah and her father be able to make a home in
LaForge or will they be forced to move again?

Florian has a theory he calls TOAST (Theory of All
Small Things) that he uses to solve the little
mysteries he encounters. He’s also on the FBI’s list
of people they call when they’re stumped. He has
just moved to Washington, DC and when he starts
teaching his theory to his new friend Margaret they
discover a huge mystery involving the National
Gallery, a mafia syndicate, and the FBI. Will they be
able to solve the mystery in time?

Irrepressible Ellie has big dreams and isn’t afraid to
speak her mind. She wants to be a professional baker
and is a force to be reckoned with in the kitchen. But
when she and her mother move to Oklahoma to help out
with her grandfather who is struggling with dementia,
she has to start over as the new kid who uses a
wheelchair and lives in a trailer park on the wrong side
of town. She makes new friends, her first true friends,
who help her face new challenges and make her want to
stay for more than the summer.

Jude and her mother escaped to Ohio, leaving her father and
older brother behind in Syria, along with her best friend,
everything familiar and comforting, and all her memories.
But they also left behind a bunch of unrest and war, and this
new home has the potential for lots of good memories. Jude’s
got a new school and some new friends, the chance to be in a
play, and a new brother or sister on the way! Every page is
filled with vivid descriptions of her surroundings, thoughts,
and emotions, and despite the huge changes in her life, Jude
remains herself--kind, ambitious, observant, and if home is
where the heart is she’s got plenty of that.

